New Powerpay
Design & Features
New and improved Powerpay modern design
including more flexibility on the Rapid Entry page
Ceridian is committed to ensuring that every user has a great experience using
Powerpay, and we are dedicated to finding ways to continually improve the experience
for our users. We have added more support for the way you work – desktop, tablet,
mobile. The simple and responsive design is optimized across both web and mobile
platforms.
This document outlines the changes to the new design, so you can become accustomed
to what has changed.

Toggle button
Use the new Powerpay style by clicking the toggle

button on the Powerpay toolbar.

New navigation
We made it easier to get around, added tab navigation and improved our indicators and
signposting to ensure you are aware of where you are in Powerpay.

Main menu navigation
We have moved the main menu navigation bar from the top to the left side of the page
and highlighted the current page. This change makes Powerpay navigation consistent
on desktop, tablet and mobile devices.

Classic Powerpay menu navigation
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New Powerpay menu navigation

The menu in the new Powerpay design includes all the pages that you can access. It is
displayed to the far left of the screen, and is always available (even if it's hidden, or
"unpinned") regardless of which page you're currently using.
To open the menu, click the menu button
at the top left corner. Once open,
expand parent features as necessary, and then click the page you want to open. The
page you are currently using is highlighted in blue. You can navigate to another page by
clicking it in the menu.
Tip: To "pin" the menu so that it's always displayed, click the pin icon above the menu in the
toolbar.
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Searchable menu
The searchable menu provides a fast and easy way to find the page you need. Using the
search feature, you do not need to open and close menu items to locate the page you
need. Simply start typing the name of the page you are looking for, and the menu sorts
automatically to only display the pages that meet your criteria. For example, to locate the
employee timesheet for second payments, type time in the search bar and all the pages
meeting the search criteria are highlighted.

Tab navigation
We have streamlined the navigation between pages belonging to the same parent
feature using tabs at the top of the page.

For example, from the Rapid Entry page (Payroll  Regular Payment  Rapid Entry),
you can quickly navigate to the Employee Timesheet. Deductions & Contributions,
Permanent Rates, Factors Earnings or Statutory Deductions pages by clicking on the
tabs at the top of the page.

Rapid Entry redesign
The Rapid Entry pages have been redesigned for improved functionality, including:
• select more than six columns to include in the grid
• select the number of employees to display per page
• rapid entry totals
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export to spreadsheet
keyboard arrow key grid navigation
printable Employee Profile and Employee Timesheet pop-ups
tap Enter on your keyboard to save the page
smaller minimum column width to allow more columns to be simultaneously
visible in the grid without having to scroll
resize columns as required
slide columns through the grid to temporarily change the sort order
move any of the additional column fields beside the Employee column to pin the
column in place and stop the column from scrolling, ensuring it always remains
visible
click Tab to move to the next cell for data entry
click Shift + Tab to move to the previous cell for data entry
field focus remains in place when saving or resizing the page

Set up
With the new design, the rapid entry set up is integrated into the Rapid Entry pages.
When you first navigate to the Rapid Entry page (regular or second payment), the first
step is to select the earnings and deduction columns to include in the rapid entry grid. If
your rapid entry grid is already set up, use these steps to modify the grid is required.


To set up the rapid entry grid:
1. Navigate to the Rapid Entry page (Payroll  Regular Payment  Rapid Entry).

2. Click

.
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3. Select the fields to add to the grid from the Hours, Earnings, Deduction and
Contribution lists. You can select as many items as required as well as multiple
items from each list. As you select items, they display below the selection lists.

4. The columns display in the order they display. Drag and drop the fields to reorder
the columns. Click the X to remove a field from the list.
Note: If there is no X to remove the field from the list, a value has been entered
in the column. Remove the values in the column, and the X displays to remove
the field.
5. Click Apply.
The rapid entry grid displays with the selected fields.

6. Click

to select a sort order for the employees in the grid.
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7. Select values by which to sort and group the employees. Data is sorted by value
within each group. The selected Group By field appears in a column to the right
of the employee name in the grid.
8. Click Apply.
9. Click
to select the employee information elements to include
on the rapid entry grid. These fields are not for data entry.

10. Click Apply.

Rapid Entry Totals
Rapid entry totals now display at the bottom of the rapid entry grid.
Only entries made on the page are included in the totals. For comprehensive payment
totals for the payroll, navigate to the Data Verification page by clicking on the link at the
bottom of the page.

Export to spreadsheet
Rapid entry data can now be exported to a spreadsheet. The spreadsheet includes all
the data and columns entered on the rapid entry page. You can export the data after
saving the page by clicking Spreadsheet at the bottom of the page.
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Select Pay redesign
The Select Pay page has been redesigned for ease of use and to provide a consistent
experience on desktop, mobile and tablet devices.

The current pay period displays in the top left-hand side of the page.
• A progress bar indicates the status of the current pay period.
• Click Enter to access the data entry pages for the pay period.
A Calendar displays in the top right-hand side of the page.
The calendar displays important dates pertaining to the current pay period.
• Pink – Submit for Processing By date
• Blue – Pay Period Ending Date
• Green – Payment Date.
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